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ABSTRACT

The northern annular mode (NAM) influences wintertime climate variability in the Northern Hemisphere,

and understanding the processes controlling its sign and amplitude is of critical importance. Mounting evi-

dence supports a robust teleconnection between the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the NAM,

while internal variability generated in the tropical Indian Ocean (TIO) may be associated with a NAM re-

sponse of the opposite sign. This study uses a coupled ocean–atmosphere model to separate the influence on

the NAM from teleconnections driven by ENSO and the TIO. In composites constructed using a long pre-

industrial control integration, increased December–February precipitation in the central/eastern Pacific

drives a negative late-winter NAM response. When isolated from ENSO variability, increased precipitation

over the western-central TIO drives a strong and persistent positive NAM response throughout the winter.

Opposite linear interference of the anomalous wave teleconnections explains most of the opposite-signed

planetary wavedriving of the NAM responses. The case with combined ENSO and TIO variability yields

cancellation of the wave interference and a weak NAM response. This mechanism is confirmed using ex-

periments where the tropical ocean is nudged separately over the Pacific andTIO to the large-amplitude 1997/

98–1998/99 ENSO cycle. The phases of the Rossby wave and NAM responses in these two cases are of

opposite sign, providing strong evidence that internal variability over the TIO can induce teleconnections

independent of—and with opposite sign to—those associated with ENSO.

1. Introduction

There is a growing consensus that the El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) impacts wintertime ex-

tratropical climate through modulations to the northern

annular mode (NAM), with warming in the tropical

Pacific Ocean associated with the negative phase of

NAM (e.g., Brönnimann 2007). Yet other regions of the

tropical oceans warm concurrently duringENSOevents,

notably the tropical Indian Ocean (TIO; see Table 1

for a full list of acronyms; Trenberth et al. 2002), which

is a region that has also been linked with teleconnections

to the northern extratropics (Hoerling et al. 2004; Bader

and Latif 2005; Annamalai et al. 2007; Fletcher and

Kushner 2013, hereafter FK13, 2011, hereafter FK11).

Previous work using idealized modeling [with specified

sea surface temperature (SST)] has shown that warm

anomalies in the tropical east Pacific (TEP) and TIO can

produce opposite-signed responses in extratropical tem-

perature and precipitation (Barsugli and Sardeshmukh

2002) and in the phase of the NAM (FK13, FK11). If this

effect is present in nature, then it implies that ENSO–

NAM teleconnections may be modulated by SST anom-

alies and associated diabatic heating outside of the TEP,

particularly from the TIO, that occurs most often in

conjunction with ENSO events.

The SSTs in the TIO have exhibited a monotonic

warming trend since 1950 (Hoerling et al. 2004), which

implies that the character of ENSO–NAM teleconnections

may be nonstationary. In addition to considerable internal
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variability and a small sample size of large ENSO events,

this may provide a partial explanation for why ENSO–

NAM teleconnections have been reported in many

(mostly idealized) modeling studies (Bell et al. 2009;

Ineson and Scaife 2009; Cagnazzo and Manzini 2009;

Randel et al. 2009; Taguchi and Hartmann 2006;

Garfinkel and Hartmann 2008) but are either absent, or

not statistically significant, in observation-based data

(Randel et al. 2009; Free and Seidel 2009). One recent

exception is the work of Butler et al. (2014), who show

that ENSO–NAM teleconnections of the expected sign

do emerge in reanalysis data, but mainly in cases that

involve sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) events.

They show that the subseasonal climate response in

ENSO winters with/without SSWs is similar over North

America but roughly opposite over Eurasia. These re-

sults, and the earlier modeling study by Bell et al. (2009),

support the idea that a so-called stratospheric pathway is

required to transform ENSO teleconnections from a

regional phenomenon affecting mainly North America

into NAM-like events with hemispheric extent.

An increasing body of research has shown that sea-

sonal variations in the NAM depend on the phasing

(linear interference) of extratropical planetary waves

(Nishii et al. 2011; Garfinkel and Hartmann 2008; Smith

et al. 2010; FK13, FK11; Kim et al. 2014). Briefly, all of

these studies conclude that when anomalous waves as-

sociated with surface forcing—primarily in the tropics—

amplify (damp) the climatological waves, the polar

vortex is weakened (strengthened), causing a negative

(positive) NAM response. Linear interference is found

to explain a large fraction of the variance in NAM re-

sponses arising from tropical forcing experiments with

multiple different model configurations (FK13). It has

been known for some time that ENSO–NAM tele-

connections are sensitive to many aspects of a model’s

basic state, including the location and intensity of the

subtropical and eddy-driven jets (Ting et al. 1996), and

the emerging consensus is that detailed knowledge of

the phase and amplitude of a model’s extratropical sta-

tionary waves can provide important additional in-

formation in this regard (FK13).

It is well appreciated that tropical precipitation drives

atmospheric teleconnections originating in the tropics

(Annamalai et al. 2005) and therefore also the NAM

response. In the tropics, SST determines precipitation

anomalies mainly over the central and eastern Pacific;

elsewhere, such as overmuch of the TIO, precipitation is

more independent of SST. However, the west and

southwest TIO have also been identified as source re-

gions for teleconnections with the northern extratropics

(Annamalai et al. 2007). Recent analysis of tele-

connections originating from the TIO sector shows quite

different response patterns in the extratropics depend-

ing on whether the teleconnections are defined with

respect to SST or precipitation anomalies. This is be-

cause the precipitation anomalies over the TIO are

largely independent of ENSO, whereas SSTs over TIO

are not (Molteni et al. 2015). In addition, recent dis-

cussion of the connection between the TIO and global

climate has focused on the Indian Ocean dipole (IOD).

While a significant portion of IOD variability is ex-

plained by ENSO, the IOD also projects onto other

patterns of internal variability operating purely within

the TIO (Saji et al. 1999). Several different types of IOD

events have recently been identified, including a type

that is statistically independent of ENSO (Guo et al.

2015). Collectively, the clear implication is that atmo-

spheric variability generated by SST/precipitation

anomalies internal to the TIO can, when not competing

with ENSO conditions, induce teleconnection anoma-

lies with the northern extratropics (Annamalai

et al. 2007).

It is important to note that the vast majority of the

modeling studies cited above use prescribed SST

anomalies to simulate teleconnections, leaving some

doubt as to whether observed SST anomalies in the TIO

(generated in response to IOD events, climate change,

and SST anomalies in the TEP associated with ENSO)

can actually drive atmospheric teleconnections in nature

(Deser and Phillips 2006; Copsey et al. 2006). Here, we

study the problem of TIO influence on ENSO tele-

connections using a model that includes a fully in-

teractive ocean component. After first presenting details

TABLE 1. Definition of acronyms and study regions used in this study.

Acronym Full name Regional boundaries

TIO Tropical Indian Ocean 308S–108N, 408–1208E
TEP Tropical east Pacific 108S–108N, 1808–908W
TWP Tropical west Pacific 108S–108N, 1208E–1808
PaIa piControl composite with same-signed warm/cool TEP and TIO —

PaIn piControl composite with warm/cool TEP and neutral TIO —

PnIa piControl composite with neutral TEP and same-signed warm/cool TIO —

NUDPAC Nudging experiment (TEP) —

NUDIND Nudging experiment (TIO) —
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of our methods and numerical experiments (section 2),

we examine ENSO–NAM teleconnections in a long

freely running preindustrial control experiment (section

3) and then investigate the dynamical details of the

NAM response using a nudging technique to impose

realistic ocean temperatures separately in the TIO and

TEP (section 4). Our contribution is to provide the

strongest evidence yet that SST anomalies and associ-

ated diabatic heating over the TIO play an active role in

modulating ENSO–NAM teleconnections through

changes to the phase and amplitude of extratropical

planetary waves.

2. Data and methods

a. Model and experimental design

The model used in this study is CNRM-CM5, the fifth

generation coupled ocean–atmosphereGCMdeveloped

by Météo-France and the Centre Européen de Re-

cherche et de FormationAvancée en Calcul Scientifique
(CERFACS). Full details of the model formulation are

provided in Voldoire et al. (2013), but, briefly here, the

atmospheric component is ARPEGE-Climat-5.2, which

is a spectral model run at a horizontal resolution of T127

(approximately 1.48 3 1.48 latitude–longitude) with 31

vertical layers and a lid at 10 hPa (approximately 30 km).

The ocean component is NEMO version 3.2 (Madec

2008), run at a horizontal resolution of approximately

18 3 18 with 42 vertical layers. Tropical–extratropical

teleconnections are investigated with CNRM-CM5 us-

ing two complimentary approaches, described below.

1) PREINDUSTRIAL CONTROL COMPOSITE

ANALYSIS

The first approach uses the output from a 1000-yr

preindustrial control integration (piControl), where all

external climate forcings are fixed at 1850 levels. To

create piControl, the model was initially spun up for

200 yr with fixed 1850 forcing, starting from a present-

day ocean climatology. After verifying that this spinup

had resulted in equilibration to the 1850 climate, the

integration was continued for a further 1000 yr, and

those data are analyzed in section 3. The model does not

include a flux correction term to balance energy fluxes,

which results in a minor energy imbalance at the ocean–

atmosphere surface of 0.38Wm22, leading to a modest

drift in annual mean three-dimensional ocean temper-

atures in piControl (0.04K century21) (Ruprich-Robert

and Cassou 2014). To mitigate sampling biases due to

this drift, we linearly detrended all data from piControl

prior to performing our analyses. However, we have

verified that the trends are sufficiently small that our

results remain virtually identical when the trend is in-

cluded (not shown).

We are interested in isolating the teleconnection and

NAM response to convective forcing from the tropical

east Pacific and Indian Ocean basins. To this end, we

create composites of winters from piControl based on

themagnitude of spatially averagedDecember–February

(DJF) mean tropical precipitation anomalies P0 in each

basin. We define P0 as the deviation of each month’s

mean precipitation from the climatological mean pre-

cipitation for that month, calculated over the entire

1000-yr integration. The averaging regions are based on

Molteni et al. (2015): for TEP we include the area

bounded by 108S–108N, 1608E–1508W, while for TIO the

area is 108S–108N, 408–808E, which roughly corresponds

to the western half of the basin where P0 has been linked

to teleconnections (Annamalai et al. 2007).

A winter is classified as ‘‘active’’ in a particular basin

when jP0j . sa, where j. . .j denotes the absolute value

(magnitude), and sa is a precipitation threshold de-

termined separately for TEP and TIO by their 20th/80th

percentile values, yielding a combined subset of 400

active winters for each basin. The lower percentile cor-

responds to extreme negative (dry) winters and the

higher percentile to extreme positive (wet) winters. In

addition, we define a subset of 200 ‘‘neutral’’ winters in

each basin, where precipitation anomalies lie between

the 40th and 60th percentiles. By selecting conditionally

from these subsets for TEP and TIO, we construct three

composite groups containing the following: (i) 168 win-

ters (84 wet, 84 dry) with active, same-signed P0 in both

basins simultaneously (PaIa cases); (ii) 66 winters (30

wet, 36 dry) with active P0 in TEP and neutral conditions

in TIO (PaIn cases); and (iii) 57 winters (27 wet, 30 dry)

with neutral conditions in TEP and active P0 in TIO

(PnIa cases). We tested an alternative method using DJF

SST anomalies, rather than P0, over TEP and TIO.

However, we found that SSTs in the two basins are

highly correlated (r5 0.76) because SSTs in TIO tend to

have the same sign as ENSO-related anomalies in TEP

(Trenberth et al. 2002). This alternative was therefore

rejected because it led to a paucity of PnIa cases, making

it challenging to isolate the influence of TIO-induced

teleconnections. Using P0 is advantageous because the

correlation between precipitation anomalies in the two

basins is weaker (r 5 0.48) than for SST. Molteni et al.

(2015) found a similar correlation when analyzing a

different coupled GCM but noted that in observations

this relationship is actually much weaker (r5 0.19). The

implication is that models overestimate the influence of

ENSO on TIO precipitation, and therefore our model-

derived estimates of independent NAM teleconnections

generated from the TIOmay be somewhat conservative.
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The climate and NAM responses for each composite

group are then defined as the mean difference between

the anomalies in the wet and the dry winters, averaged

over all winters in a group. Our methodology therefore

implicitly assumes linearity between the wet and dry

phases of each group; the figures and discussion are

presented for the ‘‘wet’’ (high threshold) cases under the

assumption that the signals are opposite signed for the

‘‘dry’’ (low threshold) cases. Statistical significance of

the difference is assessed using a Student’s t test. We

have verified that our conclusions are broadly in-

sensitive to varying the composite size over the range

10 , n , 100 (achieved by adjusting the percentile

thresholds). Finally, we also tested the effect of filtering

out subdecadal variability in the precipitation time se-

ries used to formulate the composites. Despite consid-

erable decadal variability being present in piControl,

our composite thresholds are chosen such that extreme

winters tend not to cluster together and, as a result, our

conclusions are found to be insensitive to this filtering.

2) OCEAN NUDGING EXPERIMENTS

The second approach is to isolate the impact of TIO

and TEP SST anomalies on NAM teleconnections by

conducting so-called ‘‘pacemaker’’ experiments (Cash

et al. 2008), where the ocean temperatures in each re-

gion are nudged toward an oceanic reanalysis dataset.

Two sets of 24-month integrations were performed, one

from 1 January 1997 to 31December 1998 simulating the

evolution of the 1997/98 El Niño (warm event) and an-

other from 1 January 1998 to 31 December 1999 simu-

lating the evolution of the 1998/99 La Niña (cold event).

For each of the warm/cold events, two nudging experi-

ments were performedwith nudging applied over: (i) the

TEP region (NUDPAC), and (ii) theTIO region (NUDIND).

In all regions not being nudged, the ocean model was

freely coupled with the atmosphere. While the choice of

years for the nudging is relatively obvious for NUDPAC,

we nudge for the same years in NUDIND because a large

interannual shift of the IOD occurred during the 1997–99

ENSO cycle (Saji et al. 1999).

This setup yields a set of four unique experiments:

1) NUDPAC warm, 2) NUDPAC cold, 3) NUDIND warm,

and 4) NUDIND cold. The response for the two nudging

regions is calculated as the difference between the wet

and dry experiments (i.e., for NUDPAC, it is computed

as experiment 1 minus experiment 2). The nudging in-

tegrations branched from 1 January restart files extracted

from 20 consecutive years in piControl starting at year

498, forming a set of n 5 20 ensemble members for each

experiment. The 20-yr period 498–517 was selected from

piControl because it displayed generally weak ENSO

activity and near-neutral anomalies in tropical ocean

heat content. In this way, we minimize the interference

between the nudging and the internally generated ENSO

activity in piControl. All other boundary conditions are

held fixed at 1850 levels after branching (i.e., they

remain identical to piControl).

Nudging is applied using the NEMO model’s built-in

restore functionality, following Sanchez-Gomez et al.

(2015). The ocean model’s temperature and salinity

below the mixed layer are nudged toward the NEMO

variational data assimilation system (NEMOVAR)

three-dimensional ocean reanalysis (Morgensen et al.

2009) using a Newtonian restoring time scale of 10 days.

At the surface, a flux derivative term is used for tem-

perature (240Wm22K21) and salinity (167mmday21).

For NUDPAC the nudging region is 108S–108N, 1808–
608W, and for NUDIND the nudging region is 108S–108N,

408–1208E. The nudging region in NUDIND corresponds

to the same longitudinal extent as the domain used in

previous experiments investigating the role of the Indian

Ocean on teleconnections using prescribed SSTs (FK11,

FK13). To avoid singularities at the boundary of the

nudging region, we apply a buffer zone of 208 on all

sides; in this zone, the restoring term decreases to zero

as a Gaussian function of latitude or longitude (de-

pending on whether it is a zonal or meridional bound-

ary). The temperature and salinity in the buffer zone are

determined by a linear combination of the ocean model

calculation and the reanalysis.

The intent of these experiments is to dissect, in a

coupled model framework, the teleconnection and

NAM response to localized precipitation anomalies

over the two basins. We acknowledge that the experi-

mental setup is idealized, and therefore the results may

not be fully representative of the real atmosphere.

However, the inclusion of realistic time-varying forcing,

and atmosphere–ocean coupling within and outside of

the tropics provides a significant increase in realism

compared to previous work using prescribed time-

invariant global SST anomalies (e.g., FK11, FK13). An

alternative protocol could have been to nudge the at-

mospheric fields over the domains of interest in order to

generate precipitation and diabatic heating anomalies

independently from SST changes. However, the re-

gional nudging functionality in ARPEGE was not

available at that time of our study.

b. Scaling of results

In the piControl composites, the PaIn and PaIa groups

(i.e., those with active jP0j in the tropical Pacific) are

associated with ENSO events, and the mean anomalies

in these two groups are significantly larger than in the

PnIa cases. To properly compare the teleconnections and

NAM responses across these three sets of cases, we
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employ a simple scaling of 1/t on each variable shown,

where t is computed as jP0j averaged over the entire

tropical belt (208S–208N) for the wet-minus-dry phase of

each group. The values of t are 2.60, 1.49, and

0.67mmday21 for PaIa, PaIn, and PnIa, respectively. We

apply the same scaling to the output from the nudging

experiments, where the imposed SST forcing aver-

aged over the tropical belt in NUDPAC is more than

twice as strong as in NUDIND. The t values for the

nudging experiments are 1.81mmday21 for NUDPAC

and 1.04mmday21 for NUDIND. The rescaling of all

variables (except for the heat flux decomposition shown

in Fig. 9) means that our results are expressed as

anomalies per unit tropical jP0j. However, this scaling

turns out not to be particularly important for our con-

clusions, because we will demonstrate that the sign and

spatial patterns of the response can be of opposite sign

depending on whether the TIO basin is active, or not.

c. ENSO variability in piControl

Before evaluating tropical–extratropical teleconnections

in piControl, we first assess the representation of ENSO

in CNRM-CM5, to establish how well tropical variabil-

ity is simulated in this model. Observed variability in

ENSO SSTs, as represented by HadISST data 1901–

2000 (Rayner et al. 2003), is well reproduced by the

model: the observed amplitude and frequency of Niño-
3.4 events exceeding 61K generally lie within the sim-

ulated range of estimates from 10 consecutive 100-yr

segments from the 1000-yr integration of piControl,

designed to mimic the observational period (Table 2).

The main exception is the strength of the maximum

warm event on record, which in observations is the 1997/

98 event, and whose amplitude is found to be around

15% larger than themodel’s strongest event. This bias in

SST variability could have implications for our analyses,

since, in the warm phase nudging experiments [section

2a(2)], we force the model with ocean temperatures

derived from the 1997/98 event, and this forcing is likely

to lie outside of the model’s range of internal variability.

This effect is further demonstrated by noting that

t (derived from precipitation anomalies; section 2b) is

;20% stronger in NUDPAC than in PaIn and ;55%

stronger in NUDIND than in PnIa. We will demonstrate

in section 4c that the strength of the forcing/response in

the nudging experiments may be linked to increased

nonlinearity in the teleconnection and NAM responses.

d. Diagnosing linear interference

Two methods are employed to diagnose the linear

interference of Rossby waves. The first is a full de-

composition of the eddy meridional heat flux, as docu-

mented in Smith et al. (2010) and FK13. Briefly here,

this method takes 6-hourly mean output for the three-

dimensional eddy meridional wind y* and temperature

T* and computes their covariance y*T* based on a

Reynolds decomposition.1 Seasonal variations in the

polar vortex can be related to y*T* through the upward

component of the Eliassen–Palm flux entering the

stratosphere (Andrews et al. 1987). The total response of

y*T* (TOTAL) in an ensemble of realizations is given by

Dfhy*T*ig5TOTAL,

where the braces denote the time and zonal mean, the

angle brackets denote the ensemble mean over all re-

alizations, D denotes the response (perturbed minus

control, or warm phase minus cold phase). TOTAL can

be decomposed into an ensemblemean component (EM)

and a component representing the fluctuations of y*T* in

each realization around the ensemble mean (FL):

TOTAL5EM1FL,

EM5Dfhy*ihT*ig, and

FL5Dfhy*0T*0ig ,

where the prime denotes the deviation from the ensemble

mean. The EM term can be decomposed further into

EM5EM
LIN

1EM
NL

,

where, if the subscript c denotes the 1000-yr climato-

logical stationary wave from piControl,

EM
LIN

5 fy
c
*DhT*ig1 fDhy*iT

c
* g and

EM
NL

5 fDhy*iDhT*ig .

TABLE 2. Table comparing ENSO variability in CNRM-CM5

(1000-yr piControl simulation) and observations (HadISST 1901–

2000).

Diagnostic (unit) Observations CNRM-CM5

Standard deviation (K) 0.91 0.93 (60.04)

Maximum (K) 2.38 2.05 (60.12)

Minimum (K) 21.88 21.90 (60.15)

p(90th) (K) 1.20 1.34 (60.10)

p(10th) (K) 21.23 21.20 (60.08)

frequency . 1.0 K (fraction) 0.14 0.17 (60.02)

frequency , 21.0 K (fraction) 0.13 0.15 (60.02)

1 Instantaneous data are preferred over time mean data for

computing eddy covariances, because time averaging can damp the

fluxes; however, only 6-hourly time mean data were available as

output from our nudging experiments. Based on prior analysis

comparing covariances calculated using daily mean and daily in-

stantaneous values, the use of 6-hourly means instead of in-

stantaneous output likely underestimates the covariance by,10%.
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EMLIN depends on the linear interference, or the phase

difference, between the anomalous, or response, wave

and the climatological stationary wave; and EMNL de-

pends on the amplitude of the wave response and is al-

ways positive because it is quadratic in wave amplitude.

Submonthly frequency output were not available

from the full 1000-yr piControl integration, so we also

diagnose linear interference using the pressure-

weighted correlation rzp in each month between the

anomalous eddy geopotential height at 608N (Z*608N)

and its climatological mean (Z*608Nclim). The weights

are based on the relative thickness of each of the vertical

layers from 850 to 10hPa. The correlation is computed

separately for the zonal wavenumber 1 and 2 compo-

nents of Z*608N, which are filtered using a Fourier

transform.

3. Tropical–extratropical teleconnections in the
piControl composites

a. Tropical convection and Rossby wave generation

We first compare the DJF mean tropical anomalies in

the three sets of piControl composites. The patterns in

the PaIa and PaIn cases (collectively, the Pa-type cases)

are highly similar, since both cases are associated with

ENSO events. Warm SSTs in the eastern Pacific are

maintained by westerly wind anomalies along the

equator, causing lower-tropospheric convergence, as-

cent, and increased precipitation centered on the date

line (Figs. 1a,b,d,e). Cooler SSTs over the western Pa-

cific andMaritime Continent are associated with an area

of anomalous subsidence and lower-level divergence.

The most important difference between these cases is

FIG. 1. Tropical–subtropicalDecember–Februarymean anomalies for different variables in (top) PaIa, (middle) PaIn, and (bottom) PnIa.

(left) The DSST (shading) and 850-hPa wind vectors (reference vector is 4m s21). (right) The precipitation anomalies (Dpr; shading; note,
blues are positive) and the eddy velocity potential at 250 hPa (Dx*250hPa; contours; interval is 1 3 106 m2 s22; negative values

are dashed).
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that, in PaIa (i.e., the case with larger magnitude Indian

Ocean precipitation anomalies by design), anomalous

easterly winds from the Maritime Continent are stron-

ger and penetrate deeper into the TIO, leading to

stronger ascent and precipitation there. Compared to

the pattern in PaIn, the PaIa anomalies in x*250hPa thus

project more strongly onto a zonal wavenumber 2 pat-

tern. In PaIn, both OLR and x*250hPa are reinforced

over the western and central Pacific. The anomalous

subsidence in the western Pacific is symmetrically com-

pensated on both flanks in PaIa but is confined to the

TEP sector in PaIn (Figs. 1d,e). Our interpretation of the

differences between the Pa-type cases is that PaIn rep-

resents the canonical response to ENSO, which is

dominated by reduced precipitation over much of the

TIO, whereas PaIa captures the response to ENSOplus a

component of internal variability generated over

the TIO.

The PnIa case is very different to the Pa-type cases,

with stronger SST and circulation anomalies located

over the TIO and relatively weak anomalies over the

tropical Pacific (Figs. 1c,f). We note the presence of

weak (;0.25K) same-signed SST anomalies in the

tropical Pacific (Fig. 1c), indicating that the PnIa case is

not simply capturing the inverse of Pa-type cases (i.e., La

Niña). The tropical atmosphere shows strong convection

and upper-tropospheric divergence occurring across the

entire TIO, even though the precipitation anomalies

form an east–west dipole that projects onto the Indian

Ocean dipole mode of variability (Saji et al. 1999). This

is consistent with the strong easterly anomalies in 850-hPa

wind across the entire Maritime Continent, leading to

strong convergence around 608E, where anomalous SST

anomalies are the greatest.

In the tropics and subtropics, the Pa-type cases also

have similar spatial structure in 250-hPa wave geo-

potential height (Z*250hPa), with each case showing a

wave train radiating poleward out of the central Pacific

that projects onto the positive phase of the Pacific–

North American (PNA) pattern (Figs. 2a,b). However,

the PaIn case (i.e., with neutral Indian Ocean pre-

cipitation) shows a much deeper negative anomaly in

the Aleutian low region that is shifted around 158 west
(Fig. 2c). This is consistent with the stronger, zonally

confined, diabatic heating anomalies in PaIn acting as a

Rossby wave source for the North Pacific (Fig. 1e). Just

as with the tropical convective response, the wave pat-

tern in PnIa (the neutral Pacific case) is radically dif-

ferent to the Pa-type cases, radiating poleward and

eastward out of the northwest TIO (Fig. 2c). We note

the lack of statistically significant anomalies in PnIa,

which is related to the relatively small amplitude of the

extratropical wave response in this case (recall that all

panels are scaled per unit tropical precipitation anom-

aly; see section 2b). However, we show in section 4 that

this type of wave pattern is a robust feature of the ocean

nudging experiments, so we are confident that it is not

simply the result of sampling variability.

b. Linear interference and the NAM response

We next examine the relationship between planetary

wave interference—evaluated through the entire depth

of the troposphere and lower stratosphere—and the

NAM, using zonal mean zonal wind ([u]) anomalies at

608N as a proxy for the NAM. The anomalous wave in

PaIa is confined primarily to the stratosphere and is in

quadrature with Zclim* for both wave 1 (rzp 520.06) and

wave 2 (rzp 5 20.12) (Figs. 3a,b). The polar vortex re-

sponse in PaIa is very weak and not statistically signifi-

cant (Fig. 3c). In PaIn the anomalous wave 1 projects

strongly ontoZclim* (rzp5 0.92) and projects weakly onto

wave 2 (rzp520.31) (Figs. 3d,e). Since themagnitude of

the anomalous wave is small compared to Zclim* , this

pattern of positive wave-1 linear interference would

normally indicate increased wave activity flux (WAF)

FIG. 2. December–February mean 250-hPa eddy geopotential

height (Z*250hPa) anomalies in (top) PaIa, (middle) PaIn, and

(bottom) PnIa. Positive (negative) values are shown by red solid

(blue dashed) contours; contour interval is 10m. Stippling indicates

where the response is significantly different from zero (p , 0.05).
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FIG. 3. (left),(center) December–February mean wave geopotential height cross sections at 608N (Z*608N), and (right) zonal mean

zonal wind anomalies 308–808N ([Du]) in (top) PaIa, (middle) PaIn, and (bottom) PnIa. The left panels show the wave-1, and the center

panels show the wave-2 components of Z*608N. Shading shows the climatological mean Z*608N with red (blue) indicating positive

(negative) values. Contours show the Z*608N composite anomalies for wet-minus-dry phases [see section 2a(1)]; contour interval is 20m

for wave 1 and 10m for wave 2, and negative values are dashed. The right panels show the climatological zonal mean zonal wind (black

contours; interval is 5m s21) and [Du] (blue and red contours; interval is 0.5m s21, with blue dashed contours showing negative values).

Stippling indicates areas where [Du] is significantly different from zero (p , 0.05).
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entering the polar stratosphere. Yet it is intriguing

that, just as in PaIa, there is no significant polar vortex

anomaly in PaIn (Fig. 3f). However, we do note a weak

but significant negative [u] anomaly in the midlatitude

troposphere, consistent with an equatorward-shifted mid-

latitude jet and a negative NAM in the lower atmosphere

(Thompson and Wallace 2000).

As expected from the Z*250hPa pattern, in PnIa we

see broadly the opposite signal to the Pa-type cases,

with a strong negative projection of the anomalous wave

onto Zclim* in both waves 1 and 2, indicating destructive

linear interference (Figs. 3g,h; rzp 5 20.82 and

rzp 5 20.55, respectively). This pattern of linear inter-

ference should damp Zclim* , reducing the total WAF

entering the polar stratosphere, strengthening the polar

vortex. This appears to be exactly what we find: the

clearest difference in PnIa compared to the Pa-type cases

is the very strong positive [u] anomalies, peaking in the

polar stratosphere, that indicate a significant positive

NAM signal (Fig. 3i). The positive NAM pattern ex-

tends down into the troposphere and couples with the

surface around 508N, suggesting a poleward shift of the

tropospheric jets and an intensified polar vortex.

In summary, active precipitation anomalies over the

TIO are associated with robust and significant changes

in the patterns of wintertime Rossby wave interference

and associated [u] anomalies. Convective forcing from

the TIO appears to shift the wave-1 component of

Z*608N toward destructive interference, counteracting

the constructive interference arising in response to the

canonical ENSO forcing [PaIa; see Fig. 3d; Ineson and

Scaife (2009); FK11]. In the wave-2 component of

Z*608N, the picture is less clear: in the Pa-type cases, the

presence of an active TIO causes increased constructive

interference, yet, confusingly, the wave-2 response to

TIO forcing independent of ENSO (PnIa) shows strong

destructive interference (see Fig. 3c and FK11). The

difference between this analysis and that of FK11 is that

here the tropical convective forcing evolves in time,

whereas FK11 used perpetual SST anomalies integrated

throughout the DJF season. In the next section, we ex-

amine intraseasonal variation in the piControl responses

to gain a better understanding of how these more re-

alistic cases evolve.

c. Intraseasonal variation in the NAM response

The time evolution of the NAM anomalies from each

case in the troposphere and stratosphere is depicted by

[u] at 608N in Fig. 4. The PaIa case shows a weak positive

NAM signal in the stratosphere during December–

January, but no response in any other months or in the

troposphere (Fig. 4a). For the PaIn case, the NAM

anomalies evolve into a pattern resembling a negative

stratosphere–troposphere NAM in February–March

(Fig. 4b), although it is quite weak and not statistically

significant outside of the troposphere. These results are

broadly similar to those of Bell et al. (2009), who high-

lighted that the response to ENSO in amodel simulation

with a well-resolved stratosphere transitioned from a

weak positive NAM/North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)

in mean sea level pressure during November–December

to a strong negative response in January–February. In

our results, cancellation between a positive NAM in

November–December (although not significant and

limited to the stratosphere) and a negative NAM in

February–March that is more barotropic but still not

significant above 100hPa, explains why the DJF mean

[u] in PaIn shows such a weak signal in the polar

stratosphere (Fig. 3f). By contrast, the NAM response in

PnIa is strong and positive throughout the winter, with

the signal peaking in the stratosphere during January–

February and progressing downward and coupling

strongly with the surface during February–March.

The relationship between linear interference and the

monthly NAM response is explored using the rzp metric.

For PaIa, the interference patterns are generally in

quadrature, except during December, when strong de-

structive interference from waves 1 and 2 implies re-

duced WAF entering the polar stratosphere (Fig. 4a).

This wave-driving event coincides with the brief positive

NAM episode in the stratosphere, which quickly dissi-

pates as the wave interference during January–March

becomes transient and unstructured. The PaIn case tends

more toward constructive interference, particularly in

wave 1 from January–March (Fig. 4b). This wave pat-

tern implies increasedWAF into the stratosphere, which

is consistent with planetary wave driving of the weak

negative NAM signal beginning in the stratosphere in

February and seen in the troposphere all winter. By

contrast, the interference patterns in the PnIa case are

consistently destructive in waves 1 and 2 (i.e., negative

rzp) for most of the winter (Fig. 4c). Again, the linear

interference patterns appear to lead the stratospheric

NAM response by around one month, which is consis-

tent with perturbation of the polar vortex by Rossby

waves propagating up from the troposphere (Charney

and Drazin 1961).

Using the results from our three groups of cases, we

speculate here on the apparent roles for Indian Ocean

versus Pacific precipitation anomalies in driving wave

interference and NAM anomalies. Assuming that our

PaIn and PnIa cases represent the signal associated with

active precipitation in a single basin, then, if the pre-

cipitation anomalies in the two basins act additively, PaIa
should represent some linear combination of PaIn and

PnIa. Broadly speaking, our findings are consistent with
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these assumptions. When the Pacific is active alone

(PaIn), the linear interference is constructive later in the

season (Fig. 4b), while, when the Indian Ocean is active

alone (PnIa), the linear interference is destructive earlier

in the season (Fig. 4c). When the two basins are active

together (PaIa), the early season response resembles that

from PnIa, while the late season response involves con-

siderable cancellation and no discernible NAM re-

sponse (Fig. 4a). The clear implication is that the

presence of precipitation anomalies in the TIO in PaIa
weakens the constructive interference initiated from the

Pacific, particularly in wave 1.

To understand the origin of the intraseasonal varia-

tion in the wave interference and NAM signals in

each case, it is informative to examine the time evolu-

tion of the tropical SST and precipitation anomalies.

As demonstrated in Fig. 1, the Pa-type cases clearly

capture significant ENSO events, and this is reflected

in their time-evolving SST anomalies, which are

highly similar (Figs. 5a,b). However, the PaIa case

involves a more zonally symmetric precipitation signal

(i.e., the peaks in precipitation over TIO and TEP

are more similar in magnitude) compared to the PaIn
case, which, during DJF, shows relatively large anom-

alies over the Pacific and small anomalies over the

TIO (Fig. 5e). On the other hand, the PnIa cases do not

describe ENSO events during DJF (Fig. 1c); however,

these cases transition into La Niña events during

FIG. 4. Upper half of each panel shows the time–height cross section of the monthly zonal

mean zonal wind anomalies at 608N (color shading; m s21), with stippling indicating areas

where the wind anomalies are significantly different from zero (p, 0.05) for (a) PaIa, (b) PaIn,

and (c) PnIa. Lower half of each panel shows the pressure-weighted correlation rzp (see section

2d) for wave 1 (red) and wave 2 (blue). A threshold of rzp 5 0.5 (rzp 520.5) is used to denote

months as having constructive (destructive) linear interference.
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the following summer/fall (Fig. 5c). This is consistent

with the PnIa cases representing positive IOD events,

which are thought to be triggers for La Niña events

(Izumo et al. 2010). It is intriguing that all three

groups of cases produce wintertime peaks in pre-

cipitation over the western TIO (red lines in Figs. 5d–f):

in the active TIO cases, the peak occurs in December,

while in PaIn, the peak is weaker and occurs one

month earlier so that, by DJF (the period for which the

composites are constructed), there is neutral pre-

cipitation over the TIO. The fact that this peak can

occur independently of ENSO (Fig. 5f) further re-

inforces the idea that the TIO is able to generate

internal variability that has the potential to drive

teleconnections.

4. Tropical–extratropical teleconnections in the
nudging experiments

a. Tropical convection and Rossby wave generation

From the results presented above, the suggestion is

that the location of tropical precipitation anomalies

exerts a control over the pattern of wave interference,

and thus the NAM response, to forcing from the tropical

Indian and Pacific Oceans. In this section, we describe

the results of our nudging experiments, in which we

explicitly initiate precipitation anomalies over the TEP

(NUDPAC experiment) and TIO (NUDIND experiment)

to study their separate effects on the NAM. We present

ensemble mean results indicating that internal variabil-

ity generated outside of the nudging region is suppressed

FIG. 5. May–September monthly mean (left) sea surface temperature (K) and (right) precipitation (mmday21)

averaged over the tropical (208S–208N) Indian Ocean (red lines) and eastern Pacific Ocean (black lines) for the (top)

PaIa, (middle) PaIn, and (bottom) PnIa. The shaded region around each solid line indicates the intracomposite var-

iability represented by one standard deviation around the compositemean. The panels are centered on the January in

the middle of the compositing period, denoted by a vertical black bar in the center of each panel.
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by construction. For this reason, we consider the nudg-

ing experiments to represent the separate canonical re-

sponses to ENSO and TIO forcing, independent of

forcing from other basins.

The tropical SSTs in NUDPAC, which we reiterate are

freely coupled outside of the nudging region, reveal a

strong ENSO-like pattern in the Pacific (which is im-

posed in the TEP through nudging) and weak basinwide

warming of the TIO (Fig. 6a). The bulk of the warming

in the TIO is a passive response to ENSO-induced

subsidence and local reduction in cloudiness, leading

to increased shortwave radiation at the surface with

weak feedback onto the atmosphere circulation (Klein

et al. 1999). In NUDIND, the imposed SST pattern over

the TIO projects onto the IOD (Fig. 6b) and is highly

similar to that from the internally generated PnIa
(Fig. 1c). We find very little influence of the TIO on the

Pacific in NUDIND during DJF, with SSTs over the en-

tire tropical Pacific showing neutral conditions or weak

cooling. However, the SST in the TEP transitions to La

Niña conditions during the following spring/summer

(not shown), which is consistent with PnIa (Fig. 5c) and

the idea that the IOD exerts a lagged inverse influence

over the Pacific (Izumo et al. 2010).

The tropical atmospheric response in NUDPAC

(Figs. 6a,b) displays the same pattern of ENSO-related

ascent, precipitation, and upper-tropospheric divergence

over the Pacific seen in the PaIn case (Figs. 1b,e), but

with roughly twice the amplitude (per unit tropical mean

jP0j). The PaIn case provides the best comparison with

NUDPAC, because both represent the canonical ENSO

signal (i.e., the atmospheric response independent of

internally generated variability from the TIO or else-

where in the tropics). In the case of NUDPAC, the in-

ternally generated variability is removed by ensemble

averaging, while in PaIn it is removed by design in the

composite. The weaker atmospheric signals in PaIn are

likely due to the composite being an average over a

larger number of cases (84 winters versus 20 ensemble

members) and the between-case variability in the com-

posite being larger than the between-ensemble member

variability in NUDPAC (where each ensemble member

received exactly the same boundary forcing).

The tropical atmospheric response in NUDIND

shows a strong dipole in precipitation over the TIO that

indicates strong local convection and divergence over

the western TIO (Fig. 6d). Overall, the tropical response

in NUDIND closely resembles the pattern in PnIa
(Fig. 1f); however, there are differences in the 850-hPa

wind field. Convergence over the western TIO is mostly

explained by anomalous easterlies across the Mari-

time Continent in PnIa, while it is driven instead by

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 1, but for (top) NUDPAC and (bottom) NUDIND. (left) Black boxes indicate the nudging regions in each experiment.

Note that a 208-wide buffer zone extends on all sides of the nudging regions (not shown). In the buffer zone, the ocean temperatures and

salinity are determined by a linear combination of nudging and the freely running ocean model, with the contribution from nudging

decreasing to zero over the buffer zone as a Gaussian function of distance from the edge of the nudging region.
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anomalous westerlies along the equator from the Afri-

can coast in NUDIND. The latter signal is also present in

PnIa but is secondary with respect to the eastern TIO

changes. Similar anomalous cyclonic circulations strad-

dling the equator around 608E are found in both PnIa
and NUDIND cases, with higher magnitude in the

Southern Hemisphere in NUDIND, corresponding to

stronger imposed SSTs there within the buffer zone on

the southern flank of the nudging region (Fig. 6b).

TheRossby wave source in each experiment is located

on the poleward flank of the tropical convective anom-

aly: namely,;1508WinNUDPAC and;608WinNUDIND.

Given this longitudinal offset of the tropical responses, it

is perhaps unsurprising that their extratropical wave

fields are also very different. In NUDPAC, the 250-hPa

eddy geopotential height response (DZ*250; Fig. 7a)
resembles the PaIn case (Fig. 2a), with a wave pattern

over the North Pacific that projects onto the positive

phase of the PNA. The anomaly correlation rA between

DZ*250 in NUDPAC and PaIn in the Northern Hemi-

sphere over the Indo-Pacific (208E–908W) is rA 5 0.60.

The wave response in NUDIND (Fig. 7b) has very large

amplitude (per unit tropical P0) and does not resemble

the pattern in PaIa or PaIn (rA 5 0.20 and 20.07, re-

spectively). Instead, it is broadly similar (rA 5 0.51) to

the wave pattern in PnIa (Fig. 2c), representing the wave

teleconnection that originates from the TIO in the

absence of competition from the Pacific.

b. Linear interference and the NAM response

Turning to the wave interference patterns, NUDPAC

produces weak constructive linear interference in wave 1

(rzp 5 0.38; Fig. 8a) and strong destructive interference

in wave 2 (rzp 5 20.87; Fig. 8b). This apparent cancel-

lation between waves 1 and 2 results in a very weak (and

not significant) negative NAM response in the polar

stratosphere (Fig. 8c). In NUDIND, there is very strong

destructive interference in both waves 1 and 2

(rzp 5 20.74 and 20.90, respectively; Figs. 8d,e), which

drives a strong positive NAM response that is vertically

coupled between the stratosphere and troposphere

(Fig. 8f). Figures 8d–f are remarkably similar to those

for the PnIa case from piControl (Figs. 3g–i), implying

that the NUDIND experiment successfully isolates the

TIO-induced teleconnection and NAM response.

The qualitative description of the role of linear in-

terference provided by Fig. 8 can be better understood

through the decomposition of the total eddy meridional

heat flux y*T*, labeled TOTAL in Fig. 9 (see section 2d).

Our results here are generally consistent with those

derived from idealized modeling experiments in FK11

and FK13 and demonstrate that the NAM response is

strongly related to the linear interference of DZ*608N
and Zclim* . The TOTAL term is opposite signed in

NUDPAC and NUDIND, explaining the opposite-signed

NAM responses, and its larger magnitude in NUDIND

partially explains the stronger NAM response in that

case (although the relationship between TOTAL and

the NAM response in the two experiments is clearly not

linear).2 In both experiments, EM� FL, which confirms

that the quasi-stationary ‘‘forced’’ eddies in the EM

dominate the wave driving of the NAM more than the

eddies that are randomly phased between realizations

(FL). The two nonlinear terms (EMNL and FL) are in-

versely correlated, in agreement with FK13, implying

that the randomly phased eddies act to partially damp

the quasi-stationary eddies.

Interestingly, the sign and magnitude of the EM term

in NUDIND is dominated by EMLIN, while in NUDPAC,

it is dominated by EMNL. This is because EMLIN is very

weak in NUDPAC because of strong cancellation of the

positive wave-1 component by the negative wave-2

component. In addition, the relatively large contribu-

tion from EMNL could be evidence that the forcing

strength in NUDPAC, which nudges toward SST anom-

alies that are stronger than any internally generated

ENSO event (see section 2c), may represent too large

of a perturbation, causing a breakdown of the linear

decomposition where Dy*$ yc* and/or DT*$Tc* (see

section 2d). Overall, the sign and magnitude of TOTAL

is strongly influenced by EMLIN; however, in the case of

NUDPAC, the TOTAL term is relatively weak because

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 2, but for (top) NUDPAC and (bottom) NUDIND.

2We emphasize that the heat flux decomposition is not scaled by

the tropical jP0j.
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of a small contribution from EMLIN, a strong positive

EMNL, and a moderate offsetting contribution from FL.

Last, we turn to the intraseasonal variability in the

NAM response and try to relate it to variations in the

wave interference. The NUDPAC case, with a positive-

phase PNA teleconnection that closely resembles the

internally generated response to ENSO in PaIn (c.f.

Figs. 2b and 7a), produces a mostly negative NAM re-

sponse, but it is weak and fluctuates in sign throughout

the winter (Fig. 10a). The fluctuations are associated

with intermittent shifts between constructive and de-

structive interference of the wave-1 and wave-2 com-

ponents of EMLIN (depicted by the rzp values in the

lower panel of Fig. 10a), and the peak negative NAM

response in February–March coincides with a period

of very strong constructive wave-1 linear interference.

The NUDIND response shows a strong and persistent

positive NAM signature initiated by strong destructive

linear interference in waves 1 and 2 during December

and maintained by consistent destructive interference in

wave 2 throughout the winter (Fig. 10b). The wave-1

component returns to near neutral by February–March,

which coincides with the termination of the NAM event

in the stratosphere. Once again, the remarkable simi-

larity between the response in NUDIND and the PnIa case

strongly supports our conclusion that teleconnections

generated from the TIO that are independent of ENSO

activity exert a profound influence on the northern

extratropics.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The combination of analyses using the piControl

composites (section 3) and nudging experiments (section 4)

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 3, but for (top) NUDPAC and (bottom) NUDIND. Contour interval is 20m for (left) wave 1 and 10m for (center) wave 2,

and it is 1m s21 for the (right) zonal wind.
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allows us to draw conclusions on the role of convective

anomalies from the tropical Pacific and IndianOceans in

driving extratropical NAM responses. Increased pre-

cipitation in the central/eastern Pacific drives a negative

NAM response, but, in agreement with Bell et al. (2009),

it only emerges in late winter (February–March). When

isolated from ENSO variability, increased precipitation

over the western TIO drives a strong and persistent

positive NAM response throughout the winter. These

results agree broadly with other modeling studies high-

lighting the role of the TIO in driving teleconnections to

the northern extratropics (Hoerling et al. 2004; Bader

and Latif 2005; Annamalai et al. 2007). In addition, re-

cent evidence fromMolteni et al. (2015) demonstrates a

similar role for the Indian Ocean in observations and

hindcasts from a coupled seasonal forecast system. We

reemphasize that, because models tend to overestimate

the influence of the Pacific on TIO precipitation, it is

likely that in nature a greater fraction of NAM vari-

ability may be explained by teleconnections associated

with internal variability from the TIO (e.g., from

IOD events).

Following on from FK11 and FK13, our principal

message is that linear wave interference provides a

useful dynamical framework for interpreting the

opposite-signed NAM responses to Pacific and Indian

Ocean forcing. The new angle presented here is that

linear interference also appears to explain intraseasonal

variability in the NAM responses. The PaIn andNUDPAC

cases both exemplify the canonical response to ENSO

forcing in this model: that is, the response to Pacific

forcing alone, without a significant contribution from

other regions in the tropics such as the Indian Ocean.

The tropical, extratropical, and NAM responses in

PaIn and NUDPAC are highly similar, even though

NUDPAC is forced by ocean anomalies from the ob-

served ENSO cycle 1997/98–1998/99 that have larger

magnitudes than the model’s internally generated

ENSO variability. The NAM response is significant

and negative later in the winter (February–March; al-

though in PaIn it is weakly negative in the troposphere

throughout the winter), and this is related to con-

structive linear interference in wave 1. It is intriguing

that PaIn and NUDPAC both transition to negative

NAM responses when the interference signatures in

wave 1 and wave 2 are opposite (Figs. 4b and 10a).

However, the wave-2 components are differently

phased in the two cases: in PaIn, it transitions from

constructive in November–December to destructive in

February–March, while, in NUDPAC, it is destructive

throughout the winter. This is perhaps linked to the

spatial pattern of tropical x*250hPa (Figs. 1e and 6c),

which in PaIn evolves during February to more closely

resemble NUDPAC (not shown).

The PnIa and NUDIND cases—characterized by active

precipitation anomalies in the Indian Ocean that are

independent of ENSO—show strong and persistent

positive NAM responses, associated with strong de-

structive linear interference (Figs. 4c and 10b). These

cases reveal important contributions to the NAM re-

sponse from the wave-1 and wave-2 components, with

some indication that the exceptional persistence of the

positive NAM into late winter in the troposphere may

be caused by the destructive interference in wave 2

FIG. 9. (top) The contribution to the 100-hPa eddy meridional heat flux response

(Dfhy*T*ig), averaged between 408–808N, from the different terms in the decomposition de-

scribed in section 2d. Red (blue) bars show the values for NUDPAC (NUDIND). Unlike the data

in all other figures, the values in this figure have not been normalized by the amplitude of the

tropical SST anomalies (see section 2d).
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(in both cases, thewave-1 componentmoves into quadrature

in February–March). The PaIa case, where precipitation

anomalies are active in both basins simultaneously,

represents the canonical ENSO response plus a com-

ponent of internal variability generated over the In-

dian Ocean. This case produces a very weak NAM

response, which is associated with the interference

patterns in waves 1 and 2 being mainly in quadrature

(Fig. 4a).

Our results suggest a potential mechanism for intra-

seasonal modulation of ENSO teleconnections through

the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO), since the MJO is

associated with internally generated, large-amplitude

precipitation events over the TIO. Cassou (2008)

showed in reanalysis data that MJO phase 3–4 events

(with convection centered over the TIO) tend to favor

positive NAM circulation anomalies. Using the linear

interference framework proposed above, we can predict

that MJO phase 3–4 events occurring simultaneously

with an ENSO event (i.e., peaking in DJF) could lead to

cancellation and a weak NAM response. By contrast,

either a weakMJO or phase 6–7 events (with convection

suppressed over the TIO) would tend to amplify the

background wave response to ENSO, which could lead

to an anomalously strong, and/or persistent, negative

NAM response. This dynamical framework could also

be applied in the context of climate change, in particular

to interpreting the response of ENSO teleconnections to

greenhouse gas forcing. For example, certain models

participating in phase 5 of the Coupled Model In-

tercomparison Project (CMIP5), project a reinforce-

ment and eastward shift of ENSO teleconnections in a

warmer world, while other models show no change. In

light of our results here and those of Fletcher and

Minokhin (2015), who found substantial differences in

the teleconnection and linear interference response of

two models to imposed climate change, there appears to

be a pressing need to examine inter-CMIP5 variability

through the lens of modulation by the Indian Ocean and

linear interference. Since part of the cause of differences

between models is likely to lie in their parameterization

of processes such as deep convection, such an analysis

could focus on how improvements to model physics

might reduce uncertainty in future projections.
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